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This smart crochet jacket is worked sideways, made in two parts 
working from the centre fronts and joined in the middle at the 
back.  Both sides are worked the same, and incorporate a gap to 
add an internal pocket .  The pockets and sleeves are joined 
separately. An zip is sewn onto the centre fronts.

MEASUREMENTS  

XS S M L

Chest Width

Length

45cm

59cm

50cm

64cm

55cm

69cm

60cm

71cm

YARN REQUIRED 
Makr COTTAGE LOOM Yarn 100g balls

Smokey 6 6 7 7

DIFFICULTY 

NEEDLES AND EQUIPMENT:
15mm crochet hook.
Stitch markers. 
Wool or felt needle for sewing in ends.
Tapestry needle for sewing the pocket.
Open-ended zip 40(45,50,55)cm

TENSION:
15mm:  8sl tfl and 10 rows 

CROCHET ABBREVIATION:
Ch Chain
Sl Slip Stitch
Tfl Through front loop
St(s) Stitches(es)
Ea Each
Sk Skip
Prev Previous
Yoh Yarn over hook
Sl2tog To work 2 slip stitches together; insert the hook in 
indicated st, yoh, and pull up a loop, insert the hook in next 
st, yoh, and pull through all 3 loops on the hook.

NOTES
Work the 1st and last slip stitch of each row tighter to avoid 
the edge becoming wavy.  
The pattern is made with slip stitches and they are worked 
through front loop.  Ch sts are used when casting on.

The pieces are worked in 2 parts which are sewn together 
mid back.  Work back and forth.  Started from centre front 
and worked sideways from front to mid back.  Both right and 
left pieces are worked the same.  The pattern is instructed in 
parts; centre front part, side front, side/armpit, side back and 
centre back part. 

JACKET PATTERN

CENTRE FRONT PART

Work with crochet hook 15mm, started from centre front of 
garment.

Row 1.
Work Ch 49(51,53,55).  (The foundation ch sts are counted as 
row 1)
Flip the chain wrong side facing you.

Row 2.
1sl in 1st ch from the hook (from wrong side), 1sl in ea ch 
across the same way as the 1st sl (remember to work 1st and 
last sl tighter).  49(51,53,55) sl.  Turn.

Please use only the yarn specified. Another yarn 
is likely to yield different results. Quantities are 
approximate as knitting styles may vary between 
knitters. Check the ball bands to ensure all yarn is 
from the same dye lot.

NOTE: This pattern is written in British English. All measurements in 
charts and instructions are in cm. For conversion from centimetres 
to inches please divide by 2.5cm. Please be aware that there are 
different terms for crocheting and knitting in American and British 
English, if in doubt, we’ve included a list of common abbreviations.
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DECREASING TO SHAPE FOR THE SHOULDER 
Row 3.
1sl tfl (through front loop) in ea sl across. 49(51,53,55) sl.
Turn.

Repeat the previous row 12(13,14,15) times more.

In total 15(16,17,18) rows.  Mark the 1st sl st of the last row.

SIDE FRONT PART, SHAPING THE SHOULDER
Row 3, decreasing to shape for the shoulder
1sl tfl in ea sl until 2 sl left, sk next sl, 1sl tfl in last sl.  In total 
54(57,60,63) sl. Turn.

Row 4.
1sl tfl in ea sl across.  In total 54(57,60,63) sl, Turn.

Repeat the previous row 2 times more.  In total 54(57,60,63) 
sl and 6 rows.

Keep on working as previous 4 rows 2 times more (This 
means working first 1 decreasing row, and then working 3 
rows normally with current stitches and repeating all this, 
two times more).  
In total 52(55,58,61) sl and 14 rows for the shoulder part by 
now.

For size XS, skip the instructions in the box and continue 
with the instructions below for All sizes.

For sizes S, M,L:
Row 15, decreasing
1sl tfl in ea sl (until 2sl left), sk next sl, 1st tfl in last sl.  In total 
54 (57,60) sl.  Turn.

Row 16
1sl tfl in ea sl across. In total 54(57,60) sl. Turn.

For Size S continue with the instructions below for All sizes.

For sizes M and L go on working as 2 previous rows 1 (2) 
times more.
(1sl row decreasing and next row normally with current 
stitches).  You will have in total 18(20) rows.  After that 
continue with the instructions below for All sizes.

All Sizes:
In total 52(54,56,58) sl.
In total 14(16,18,20) rows for the shoulder part so far (picture 
on right).  The pockets are worked with next row.

POCKETS AND DECREASING
Row 15(17,19,21) 
1sl tfl in ea next 12(13,14,15) sl, ch 9(9,9,10), sk next 9(9,9,10) 
sl, 1st tfl in ea next until 2sl left, sk next sl, 1st tfl in last sl.  In 
total 51(53,55,57) sl. Turn.

Row 16(18,20,22)
1sl tfl in ea st across.  In total 51(53,55,57) st.  Place st marker 
in 1st sl.  Turn.

In total 16(18,20,22) rows for the shoulder part, and in total 
31(34,37,40) rows with the whole piece.  

SIDE/ARMPIT
Row 1
1sl tfl in 1st and in ea next 35(36,37,38) sl across, sk the 
remaining 15(16,17,18) sts.  In total 36(37,38,39) sl.  Turn.

Row 2.
1sl tfl in ea sl across.  In total 36(37,38,39,40) sl.  Turn.

Repeat the previous row 2 times more.  Mark the rows in 
armpit with st markers.

In total 4 rows for the side/armpit and in total 35(38,41,44) 
rows for this piece.

SIDE BACK / SHAPING THE SLEEVE AND 
SHOULDER TO THE SIDE BACK
Row 1
1sl tfl in e asl across, ch 17(18,19,20), place st marker in last ch.  
In total 53(55,57,59) sts.  Turn.

Row 2
1sl in 1st ch and in e ach across (again from wrong side as 
before) and then 1sl tfl in ea sl across.  In total 53(55,57,59) sl.  
Turn.

Row 3, Increasing
1sl tfl in ea sl across, now make a small ch1 (make tighter, so 
edge becomes nice and neat).  In total 54(56,58,60) sts.  Turn.

Row 4.
1sl in prev ch (from wrong side as before), 1sl tfl in ea sl 
across. In total 54(56,68,60) sl.  Turn.

For size XS, continue with the instructions below for row 5.
For sizes S(M, L) keep on working as 2 previous rows 1(2,3) 
times more (first increasing row and then sl in ea st).  You’ll 
have in total 6(8,10) rows and in total 58(60,63) sl.  And then 
continue with the instructions below.

Rows 5(7,9,11)
1sl tfl in ea sl across. In total 54(57,60,63) sl.  Turn.

Repeat the prev row 1 time more.

Row 7(9,11,13) increasing.
1sl tfl in ea sl across, ch 1.  In total 55(58,61,64) sts. Turn.

Row 8(10,12,14)
1sl in prev ch, 1sl tfl in ea sl across.  In total 55(58,61,64) sl.  
Turn.

Row 9(11,13,15)
1sl tfl in ea sl across.  In total 55(58,61,64) sl.  Turn.

Repeat the previous row one more time.

Row 11(13,15,17) increasing
1sl tfl in ea sl across, ch1.  In total 56(59,62,65,68) sts.  Turn.

Keep on working as previous 4 rows 1 time more (first 
working 3 rows with 1sl in ea st across and then working 1 
increasing by working 1ch at the end of the row).
In total 15(17,19,21) rows and 57(60,63,66) sts.

Row 16(18,20,22)
1sl tfl in prev ch, 1sl tfl in ea sl across.  In total 57(60,63,66) sl 
(place st marker in 1st sl of this row). Turn.

In total 51(56,61,66,71) rows for the piece by now.

CENTRE BACK AND SHAPING FOR THE NECK.
Row 1, decreasing
1sl tfl in ea sl until 2sl left, sk next sl, 1sl in last sl.  In total 
56(59,62,65) sl.  Turn.
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Row 2, decreasing.
Sk 1st sl and then work 1sl tfl in ea sl across.  In total 
55(58,61,64) sl.  Turn.

Row 3, decreasing.
1sl tfl in ea sl until 2 sl left, sk next sl, 1sl tfl in last sl.  In total 
54(57,60,63) sl. Turn.

Row 4, decreasing
Sk 1st sl and then work 1sl tfl in ea sl across.  In total 
53(56,59,62).  Mark 1st and last decreasing row with sl 
markers).  Turn.

Row 5.
1sl tfl in ea sl across.  In total 53(56,59,62) sl.  Turn.

Repeat previous row 2(2,4,4) times more.  In total 7(7,9,9) 
rows for the centre back.  In total 58(63,70,75) rows with this 
Body piece.

Bind off the first piece.

OTHER SIDE
Make another piece following the instructions above from 
the start.

After finishing the 2nd piece, don’t cut the Yarn, but 
continue joining the 2 pieces together with slip stitches, 
with a smaller hook.  

CLOSING THE BACK SEAM WITH SLIP STITCHES
First place the pieces so that the back edges are side by side.
Start by inserting the hook first through the 1st tfl sl of the 
piece on the left and through the back loop of prev sl, and 
then finishing the sl normally, keep working until the end.  
Bind off.  This is the right side of the jacket.

JOINING THE SHOULDER SEAMS WITH SLIP 
STITCHES
With the right sides facing you, place edges of the front and 
back shoulder side by side.  The seam is slip stitched the 
same as the centre back, now just insert the hook through 
last/1st sl of each row*.  

Start by inserting the hook first through the loop of the 1st 
row of the piece in the right and then on the hook.

*Insert the hook through next row of the piece on the right, 
and through next row of the piece on the left, yoh and pull 
through all 2 loops on the hook; repeat from * and work 
along the edges.  Check, that the seam is not sewed too 
tight and it stretches a bit, but also not too loose.  Bind off 
and repeat to the other shoulder.  Use smaller hook, to have 
it easier to insert through the loops of the rows.

EDGING
*When working the edging with sl stitches, note that the 
sl stitches are worked in every stitch and in every 2nd row.   
When working in every 2nd row, check, that sts are not too 
tight (you can also work in ea row, but use smaller hook and 
check that tension of the sl sts are the same as the rows).
*Work the edging from the right side of the piece.

Start from the right lower corner of the jacket from the right 
side with 10mm hook.

Sl in ea ch along the front edge until the next corner which 
is where the neckline/collar begins, then work in every 2nd 
row of the edge along the collar and neckline, then sl in ea 
ch along the centre front on the other side.

Work along the hem on the right side of the coat, working sl 
in ea 2nd row of the hem.  
Bind off.

SLEEVES
*The sleeves are worked also back and forth, from shoulder 
to cuff and then the seam is joined with slip stitches.
*Start the right sleeve from the wrong side of the jacket and 
the left sleeve right side of the jacket.
*For both left and right, start from the armpit, from the row 
most to the left (picture A).

Row 1
Pull up a loop through the row in armpit (picture A), sl tfl in 
ea 30(32,34,36,38) st along the edge of the arm (picture B,
on back there is 16(17,18,19,20) ch and on front edge 
14(15,16,17,18) sl, sk the shoulder seam),
sl in next row of the armpit (picture F). In total 31(33,35,37,39) 
sl. Turn.

Row 2
Sl tfl in ea sl across, sl in next row of the armpit. In total 
32(34,36,38,40) sl. Turn.

Row 3
Sl tfl in ea sl across, sl in next row of the armpit (picture A 
below). In total 33(35,37,39,41) sl. Turn.

Row 4
Sl tfl in ea sl across. In total 33(35,37,39,41) sl. Turn.
Repeat the prev row 8 times more. In total 12 rows.
Just continue working with current sts until 36(36,38,38,38) 
rows until desired length.

JOINING THE SEAM OF THE SLEEVE
This is done the same way as shoulder seam. With hook 
15mm; With the right sides facing you, place the edges by 
side. Insert the hook through last/1st sl of each 
row. 
Work along the edges, Check, that the seam is not sewed 
too tight and it stretches a bit, but also not too loose.   Join 
to the end. Bind off.

POCKETS
Place the piece wrong side facing you. Start by working ch2, 
sl tfl in ea 9(9,9,10) sl along the edge of the lower pocket 
opening, ch13, turn, sl tfl in ea 24(24,24,25) st of the pocket.

Keep on working back and forth (sl stitches tfl) until in total 
13 rows with the pocket and bind off.   Attach the pocket 
into the body with needle and yarn, corresponding stitch/
row of the body.

FINISHING
Pin zip to front openings, and sew easing the seam in so the 
knit does not stretch.
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